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The Wednesday After, 1955

M ^n^®&sler was not there speaking epigrams at every opening of 
the mouth, wait Willis was nor there draped limp with weariness over a chair but 
prepared to represent IF at the drop of a pun. Nor were many other fine people 
but pernaps it. is just as well. Tne mass of fun-loving, delightful, entertaining 

people there, bordered on critical. One more personality tne ilk 
would probably set tne whole think off and blasted Fandom into

and remarkable 
of Walt or Max 
Infiniti» (*)

thos Cleveland 
time in August 
grip, clutched

I went to this convention 
sortie. I decided some-
to go. So I packed by 
a fold of cash in my 

grubby little fist (including a wooden 
nickel that I later passed off on some 
foriegner) and caught the milk train to 
Cleveland. Sone thirty or forty hours 
later, I arrived there. The tale of 
my train ride is long and muddled, inter
spersed with occasional cat nape

Й9

hand I blundered into the hotel and asked for mr

view. Some other fan was 
fan by the large cardboard box 
he was. My own luggage well in 
reservation.

Huh?

sent with i+ //Т lost all record of it (t 
greeted t \ nOt displaced )
greeted me. Assuming that he was a - 
later discovered him to be Bob Mad]/ 4/ on to my room. I
I doubt If ! would "St bafOr’- But 4t *1-

was worried about the deposit! 
I snarl wlS°m?ne fneaked u₽ behind me and 
1 snarled and went

I retired,

fingers 
light. 
vator.

Moring broke with а сгачЬ т - j ‘and looked at the rosy glow t/ 5 °?? s^eep-weary eye with my
I muttered something, rose bathed ’ J blinds beyond which lay day-
After a half-hour or 3-Г1/Х «tc and stumbled to the ele-

discovered an ««ы 10t of ‘° Ш There. I

e® to attend a neeting Et thu sw^t nth £
. J-, иг ъде Bulmer Aqueous Vapour
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Clevecon (й)

. , Some of us went t’o breakfast: tne Bulmers, among them. I showed 
around pictures of my horses and gave the Bulmers Jesse Floyd’s invitation to 
come to Savannah. _ And after eating

net H

we rejourneyed to the hotel lobby. I was 
in the looby when Cheech Beldone blew in 
and took the razzing he received with forti
tude and a few foul words.

L arry Shaw, astute fake pro and 
nigh official of the Cosmic Circle, came 
along huckstering subscriptions to the 
forthcoming INFINITY od which he edits. 
He had the first copy, a rush, with him, 
it’s cover and guts held together cautious-
ly, due to the fact that 
been bound.

SPWSSTFM, pointed 
ry for ' his side, 
seen.

Tucker, bearing
о this

it had not

the banner 
as a great

but this is yet to

yet

of the 
victo- 
be

Other fans were in evidence in 
the lobby: Kent Corey hawking ALICS, Rog 
uims, suns jellied consoaime, Jack Hanson
Dave Kyle, 4e AckermanJ . — — - — j c.uu — > too

4tL"n try?° cataloS here. Particuliarly missed were Mack Reynolds, Ted 
noX?₽S a °+П“Г racontuers- But those there carried on well

г 411 Peking dear, lucid, legible or for that matter any except drawn
M chro^c? affolr- I" mind it is one long wonder
flights of stair^h?^ 1 inClude bein£ logged up and down innumerable
Qhnw stair& ЬУ damon knignt, being attacked by a chair while with Larrv
„Л hamburgers and learning interesting facts with damon Дату

-i ; in i huddle under a table with Pamela Pul mer Dave Kvl ₽
Foriy German and several others Йо oauo and « '

and Frqnk Robinson, being 
Larry Shaw, “
aged.

vanced well 
man punning

The official program ad
enough, with Forry Acker- 
his way through a routine of 

more than routine appeal in which ne 
was saved from a life of vice. Other 
speakers spoke and you will no doubt find 
* recounting of thrmr speeches in other 
faaaanzines, Unless you were there 
Jou will have to read some suck accounts 
if you w<nt to be able to translate the 
accoippaning pictures, which are pro- 
video for the sake of those fans' shown 
there in who can’t read.



Clevention (3)

Wells,

or 
to 
on

~ 1Л TheSf ?rawinSs are mostly by me, but include s few by Cnarles 
me У *nd even Larry T. Shaw ® Starbegotten

w of b° "SX

Ninety nine cases out of ten "





name is j im пс^ппоп cind. I aIhvg 5. ciuost-ion ”

Тле geophysical year will m . year 

----------------------- --- ..________________________...........--L. Sprague deCamo ““ — —■ — — —___ *
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"This is the first 
con that Playboy was 
mentioned more times 
during tne program 
than Galaxy."

—Jack Harness

I?ad?o atand — 1-



"I have a perverted 
sense of humor"

—Doc Barrett

Ranay Garrett attended all the functions...

Regarding the Mystery Gues 
for 1956, Larry Shaw оз as tute 
fake pro has said:
"I nominate Claude Deglar J'

б и » +■ I ц 

boo l< Ь

Larry Shaw, damon knight and I 
and Frqnk Robinson went around 
to some place where they served 
"Skybergers and pickle Chios" ' 
and/or "Boston Strip Steaks." 
but damon encountered considerable 
uiificuity getting any pickle 
chips, How did-you finally 
get them, damon, in vour bare 
hand?



"A novel some twenty five hu dred words length



omeone to SaMoskowitz: "Speak into the microphone.

Damon was invited out for 
another cup of coffee.

Frqnk reminisced about 
Sian Shack.

---- Larry Shaw co 
tarbegotten fake-pro

I can’t hear you,"

So we sat there eating 
peculiar hambergers while 
Frqnk told two different 
anecdotes at once.

Larry ordered the Strin 
Steak.

'I don’t like sex."











'A SERIOUS IMPARTIAL SURVEY

question: what is your opinion of
dAMON kNIGHT?I

answers:
Larry Shaw; Damon Knight is a mean, evil character."

Ken Bulmer: "damon Knight who never sold to Infinity?"

Bob Tusker: "damon knight? Hooray.'"

4sj Ackerman: "The poor man's Larry Shaw."

Ben Chorost: "Larry Shaw? ^hat's a Larry Shaw?" ((Larry Shaw insistes that 
^r°r and should readt "damon knight? What's a damon 

knight?" out Larry Shaw is prejudiced.))

Bob Silverberg: "damon knight founded the M3F"

Dave Kyle: "I simply love his initials."

Harlan Ellison: ((edited)) (((deleted, that is)) ((we don't ™t no Juvenile

Shel Dnetchln: couldn't express " h,re>

my back."

Charles Wells: "damon knight! I love damon knight!"

Ken Belle: »d«on knight is my inspiration. ... (Яац л used with special 

permission.)
Dave Ish: " I disapprove of his recent groundless attack..."

Jim Harmon: "I honestly cun'+ see anjrtningseriousl^ wrong with him." 

Walt Coslet: "If he has, he's done it behind 

Dan Tanenbaum: "I don't know." 

Dal Coger: "Phy, the skunk»"

Ray Hensel: "I've heard enough about Miy

Chester A. Polk: " damon knight is a foul and 
dear friends and a vicious

The Youngs: "He looks harmless enough."

cold-blooded betrayer of old and 
dispoiler of fannish womanhood "



Clevention
damon knight Survey (k)

Walter French: "Who's daman knight now?" (Which poses the interesting 
question, 'Is he someone different than damon knight at 
some other time?)

Rog Phillips: "doman's should only be seen at knight."

unidentified voice: "knight must fall."

Roger Sims: "He's perversed all that is good in science-fiction."

Hack Harness: "Personally I refer cows." (This only counts half as Jack 
claimed to be quoting from someone else on some other subject.)

Ger Stewart: "damon knight likes only one author — damon knight."

Boyd Raeburn: "A bas damon knight."

John Quag li ano: "damxn knight."

unidentified voice: "Coward!" (explanatory note, dk wrote the lyrics for 
the song rendered to pieces in the skit, but 
refused to stand up and take his punishment 

■ with the rest of the conspirators.)

Robert Bloch: "The last word has been said on the subject." (But he was wrong) 

Frqnk Robinson: "Ugggggghhhnhhhhhh nnnnnnn." (I'n not sure about this spelling) 

Damon Knight: "This is a good cue for me to go to the men's room."

Thaddeus Sweetbreath: "Knight is the seedy shouldered type of individual who 
likes to get о it and feel for it. The cad." 
((yed cannot help but think that Mr Sweetbreath has 
dk confused with Bob Tucker.)) ((does anyone else 
have damon knight confused?))

BOYCOTT INFINITY

The picture to the right shows
what Isaac Asimov told LeeH to ■ ”
do to Forrest J Ackerman.



‘WHERE THEHELLHAVE I BEEN?"

Cheech Beldone and I were chatting the ot^er day in Cleveland 
and he asked me curiously, and in a loud voice, "Жете the Hell have you 
been?" J

self for a 
fanzine.
figured it

I replied that I did hot know. I sort of lost track of my- 
while were. But I am back now, witness this ridiculous

And being curious as to what brought me back. I 
out. ■ ■

I

sat down and

One day I was browsing the pb snelf at the local/ ... --------- pw oaao-ul uxie iqc

(Actually it is an oldsstand) looking for a good Western 
see any, u-4- ------------ bbut a name caught my attention. demon knight.

newsstand. 
I did not

A lot of 
I bought

/.very ^an knows tne meaning of damon knight's name on a story.
e me’ a-Dprove- Knowing knight's reliability as a writer 

e thing: HELL'S PAVEMENT, the story of "a madcap blonde and_ ™ uns at игу oi "
her recKless lover" in a "world of rollicking chaos".

fiction stuff11А + ° Writ t0 read ffiOre of this Science- 

In TIE SYUDIC and GLADIATOB Й h 
objections. Anyway x Mnt

first installement of CALL НаЯ aS??' 3““ StUf‘ 1П °alcXy’ and

I bundled 
subscription. up a package of money and sent it off to aSF for a

Meanwhile 
brink of exclusion. my FAPA pages were coming due and I tottered on the 
were lying around, and KX °f "hl=h

brought ив Charles Walla
covering the delightful world caUed aVidly’ dis”

life savingFfromX^ ^ent^TA” Clevelbnd- 1 ^rew 
fake fans and true fans. True proAnd L^AhA^ fa&&&nS and prOS’ my

And I am putting out a fanzine of onn

I am a fa—a—a—an. ///A
^Grenell: write if you get work.



THE FANILY ■ -------- Д5 OF SE PTE MBE R I 95 5

ROG PHILLIPS (great great grandf ather)
ROBERT BLOCH (great granpa)
BOB TUCKER (oldgrandad) SiNtST t-R.

LARRY dAMON FRONK
SHAW kNIGHT ROBINSON
THREE 16 YEAR OLD TWIN BROTHERS

DAVE KYLE 
(pappy)

SHELBY
VICK
18 YEAR OLD 
TWIN BRO.

LEE1 WALI W,MAX
HOFFMAN WILLIS' KEASLER

THREE 16 YEAR OLD TWIN BROTHERS



One night at the convention while a group of fans and myself were standing 
around talking someone brought up the subject of interlineations. Innidiately an
other fan (I've forgotten who) remembered that somewhere (I've forgotten where)' I 
mentioned an interlineation by Larry Anderson which I regarded as my all time fa
vorite. Now this fan said that he didn't particularly like this interlineation. He 
said it was "nothing." I could not remember at the moment just which interlineation 
he was referring to, and said soj whereupon he said that proves the interlineation 
must not be very much because I couldn't remember it even though it was my favorite.

Well, it doesn't prove anything of the kind, fit one time or another I have 
forgotten everything except my name. Naturally, I couldn't forget that, I use it so 
often. Why at any time of the day or night if someone asked me my name, I could tell 
them. It's...why it's...well,..YOU know. But other things I forget. So I feel rather 
guilty about writing a convention report. I did not take notes so I can't tell it 
in order. I.can only tell about the people and events I remember, and these people 
and events will be each isolated from the other.

Now, that's no way to write a convention report. Nevertheless, I present you

by...uh.*.oh yes...CHARLES WELLS

I
I couldn't find Robert Bloch all through the convention. I finally had to go 

begging to Lee Hoffman to intro duce'me tb Robert Bloch, It turned out I had seen 
him around and didn't know him. It's starnge about Robert Bloch: he doesn't look 
at all like his pictures.

As a matter of fact, it's not jusK^trange, it's tragic. For, you see, when 
I first saw Bob Tucker (I met him prior to tie convention) I recognized him immediate
ly, I had seen maybe two pictures of him, and I recognized him immediately. But 
when I met Robert, Bloch I didn't recognize, though I had gotten nunbrous letters 
from him with his picture on top, him

It saddened him, I can just see him, going to bed at 6 a.m, and crying on his 
pillow, while dirty old Ur, Tucker gloats and says I Told You So, Why oh why did I 
ever have to say I ciidn't recognize him? What can I do to atone for this Thing I 
have done?

Poor lie, Bloch.
II

The program the convention put on was better than I expected. They were late 
once or twice, ox course, but obviously the committee had mustered great effort to 
get togeuher the best possible program they could, and in my opinion they succeeded.

Perhaps the single best episode of the program was the group of speeches after 
the banquet, £our different people (Anthony Boucher, the toastmaster^ Bob Blochj 
Torrest J Ackerman5 and the guest of honor Isaac Asimov) made humorous speeches, and 
every one of them kept the audience in stitches. Forrest J Ackerman especially sur
prised me. his puns are aoout six thousand tines as hilarious in nerson as they are
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on paper, and they’re nothing to sniff at on paper. (Seems to me there is a pun in 
there somewhere, but I won't smell it out.)I wish I could pass on my two favorites 
here, but it wouldn’t be the same if I did. You have to listen to him to properly 
appreciate them.

Another speaker that I admired was Randy Garrett. He read a poem explaining 
the plot of the Demolished Han which was indescribably marvelous. Replete with out
rageous rimes like a cross between Gilbert and Nash, it almost made me suggest to him 
that he should start writing poetry for a living.

A copy of the poem, is going to be published in the next DIMENSIONS (plug) along 
with another similar poem and I suggest that if at all possible you who were not there 
get a copy of it and read it for yourself. I wanted a copy of it to keep, and when 
I went to Harlan to subscribe he made me take a two year sub. It is not any poem 
that I would subscribe to a magazine I don’t particularly want for two years to get 
a copy of, And this was worth it.

There was one clinker on the program. During an address by Wally West a short 
movie made by Pat Weaver of NBC advertising a forthcoming TV prgram to be put on 
by that netowrk telling about the scientific marvels we shall experience in 1976 was 
shown, Now the scientific marvels were mildly interesteng (though I knew about most 
of them already) but Pat Weaver was NOT. He kept interjecting blatantly propagand
istic remarks about the Free Enterprise systemand Good Old America—a line tihich 
came straight out of DAR or American Legion, Now, I don’t mind some propaganda to 
this effect. As a matter of fact I have become used to it. I agree with it—-parti
ally. Good Old America has come a long way under the Free Enterprise system, But I 
resent it being hammered at me over and over every time a new Scientific Marvl has 
been shown.

I almost felt like apologizing to Ken Bulmer for it.

Ill

. I was the only ЕАРД dfficer at the convention, for Sam Jfertinez unfortunately 
at the Hast minute couldn’t make it, I kept waiting around for Noreen to introduce 
me as the Official Representative of FAPA or something but she never did. I doubt 
if she has ever heard of me anyway. Ah, the ignominy of being Vice-President I Sic 
Transit Gloria Mundi, E Huribus Unum, and all that.

I did try to get FAPANs together in sort of a"meeting like I have read past 
conventions’ FAPAns have done, but no one was interested and I couldn’t find a proper 
hole in the program" anyway. Excuses, excuses, excuses.

As a matter of fact, it was remarkable what a small part the fahhish organi
zations played at the convention. The U of CSFC put on an autograph party, and that 
appeared to be the end of it. No FAPA business meetings, no NFFF huckstering, no 
SAPS spiel, and Ken Bihlmer never once advertised ОПРА (except to private groups, that 
is: I meant publicly).c Why, not even Ted White took up five minutes of the progarm 
to talk people into joining the Cult.

And this is very odd, since the movement seems to be toward the organizations 
and away from general fandom currently. In fact, one Gregg Hodgson, who obviously 
was not aware of this, tried to tell me that science fiction and fandom were dying,

Even Stephen Takacs seemed to assume that science fiction was suffering at 
the present moment, tho he blamed it all on the Dirty Old MoneyGrabbers of the Double
day Science Fiction Book Club, I felt like getting up and telling him and all the 
- - - - - -- Lj £
•"'Or anywhere.



the others who talked of a sciencie fiction (what?) depression that we are NOT in a 
depression. Nhy even now (and from what several pros said sales seem to be turning 
upwards now) the stf field is larger than it was when I first started reading stf 
along about 19^0. We are NOT in a depression now, we are simply back to normal after 
a boom. And the reason for the collapse of the boom is not the Book Club (though 
that organization has admittedly hurt BOOK sales of its competitors—but not maga
zine sales, not movies, not TV, and especially not fandom) but simply the fact the 
too many publishers jumpt into the field without looking, producing an overextended 
and overcompetitive field. Great Ghu, we don’t have ONLY twelve prozines now; we 
have 12’» That’s a LOTI

Gee Whiz already.
IV

The highlight of the convention, for me, was Andy and Jean Young. I went 
around the convention looking doe-eyed at them, the whole, time, like. To put it blunt, 
I LIKE these people. Andy ' is an astronomer at Harvard Obsvtry,
who was worrying about a comet he sent a report out about that no one has confirmed 
yet. (ijaybe it was shy.) Jean . . is a beautiful gehlogist-type, which
is rare, who is right now working at tne observatory feeding machines figures and 
gathering up the ones they regurgitate, which is even rarer, for a geologist.’

Tie reason I like than so much is that (1)1 have always wanted to be an 
astronomer and (2) I have always wanted to meet another fanne besides Lee Hoffrnan 
who was neither a mystic nor an anti-intellectual. . u . „ *а,иа then burn out^

Je&y (as Це would probably call them) will not become BNFs right awayCThey 
are too sensible, for that. But if they stay in fandom long enough to let their per
sonalities percolate through, they WILL become BNFs.

Watch out for these people.

They weren’t the only people I was glad to meet at the convention. I met 
Dave English (who surprised me by being there). He was first fannish correspond
ent and is s^ill my favorite one. I met Forry Ackerman, who was practically a fairy 
god, ah, father to me when I started in fandom. (And I didn’t say two words to him 
the rest of the convention. I wish I could ’ave got to know him. Inybe I’m inhib
ited). And I met damon knight.

BOY did I meet damon knight. I think I overwhelmed him. Or maybe he over
whelmed me. All I know was that I was introduced to him and then the next day when 
Andy & I started toward hi^ to get a drawing from him on a tiling the fanartists at 
the con were sending over to England via Bulmer—well, he said later he thought I 
was a bill collector,

I don’t believe him,

I know why he ran like a scared rabbit and we had to tackle him. He was scared 
of us...SCARED, I think I have discovered the Great Secret of pros, and I am going 
to let all fandom know about it right in this report; They’re Scared of fans I Didn’t 
you ever notice how pros cringe when fans ask for their autograph? They’re scared, 
that's why! Did you ever wonder why prozines have fmz review columns when only a 
tiny fraction of thejr readers publish then? They’re scared!

Doesn't this feeling of power humble you?
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V
AND THEN THERE WAS THE TH IE WHEN...

Kent Corey took the mike at the faneditors’ panel and valiantly defended his 
use of nudes in his fanzine ALICE. "It’s my fanzine and I’ll print whatever I want 
in it’." he said. "If I want to use nudes I’ll USE nudes!" he said. When someone 
protested that one could find much better nudes in PLAYBOY or something, that nudes 
weren’t stf and did not belong in a stf magazine, Иг. Corey (with a wild wave of the 
hands) exclaimed, "Well I can print nudes in space helmets, then. I can print nudes 
in blasters, or..." He was slowly drowned out at this point.

The Littlest Tucker sat in the aisle playing with dental floss (a whole roll!) 
while Willy Ley, who was attemtping to speak on Space Satellites or some such, mut
tered German imprecations under his breath. But at least it gave some indication of 
what he is going to grow up to be.

It showed that he has the gumtion to be a true fan.

A certain well-known pro discovered an elevator standing open on the mezza
nine. Since he and his feminine friend had been waiting on the other elevator for 
a fairly long time, he decided to enter it and attempt to operate it himself. While 
other fans (including your author) looked on in surpsise, he and the femme walked in 
bravely and looked around.

It was a whole minute before the femme looked down and said, "Look, someone 
has...ah..."

The pro, muttering "Let’s get out of here" in an urgent voice, got out rapidly. 
Someone had been sick all over the floor.

A nice matron-type fanne listened to a rather off-color joke some fan was 
telling a group of people, and then suddenly looked shocked and exclaimed, "Good 
Heavens, that was dirty J ”

Stephen Takacs, getting very angry at a renark by Bill Hamling (on the pro
editor’s panel) that the latter would like to develop a stable of writers for liadge 
and liadge Tales, got uup and protested bitterly that such a policy would lead to 
Jima chine-made fiction, и ed

«That’s exactly what I want, л Hamling point/out.
«Don’t you know,и spluttered Takacs, «don’t you know that such a policy will 

lead to machine-made fiction? Don’t you know that?«
«But I want machine-made fiction.«
Takacs continued to spluutter, oblivious to Hamling's mild protests. «I’m 

just asking you now, don’t you know that if you get a stable of writers, you will 
wind up publishing machine-made fiction?«

It finally took the efforts of a third fan to get ac ross to Takacs what 
Hamling had been saying all along, that he WANTED machine-made fiction.

Takacs sat down, looking at Hamling as if the latter had just strangled an 
innocent babe in full view of the audience.

EPILOG

I came home from the convention sleepy but happy. It had been a good conven
tion. I met very few people that I had never heard of before, and almots no one that 
I wished I hadn't met. No one went around shooting off firecrackers in other people's 
ears or breaking down doors. Some were noisy at three in the morning, but that was 
the end of it. (The New York group once descended on a quiet little gathering in the 
Youngs' apt. at 3 A. n. telling us to come downstairs and take our "liquor with us." 
Liquor? We were the driest party there. We didn't even have ice water'.) I’m GLAD 
I went to the convention and I came away from it filled with fannish enthusiasm. 5$

I am coming to every future con I possibly can. —cw



In Collaboration

PROUDHL К ANNOUNCE' THEIR REVOLUTIONARY NEE РЕОШОТТ

ТЛИ Steam
This brand new idea will entirely change the whole concept of 
International Relations. Try some on your friends

FURTHERANCE of AMICABLE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Allow some to drift into a room - cordiality appears at once, 

for the FORT MIDGE STEAM CALLIOPE CO. Lee Hoffman

for the BULMER AQUEOUS VAPOUR COMPANY ,H.. ,K.. Bulmej-,

Cleveland 13th V'orld Science Fiction Convention.

3rd September, 1955.

A meeting at the summit.
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Struct-iv^ f In keeping with our new policy of serious, con-
follows an ar^rif nt- -^2? XOr La^ and damon wh0 doubted it, there 
m-v be? art-c-e °- scientific interest (or boredom, as your particuliar cases
ШС. У L/C / « « *

IS IT WORTH THE TROUBLE? by

X c^n^g^
familiJJdtTtnes  ̂ аГе fans you should all be

— , ■ о I ./ill jump right to my subject, namely BLUE.

My dictionary like^to^hink^f it working definition of BLUE,
of blue" or "anything of blue color — th^ suostence used to impart the color 
woman, pedantic". ^one th₽^J? * P°ker chiP>"etc> or even "Of a
of this article. * ' hi ions is quite workable in the framework

450 to 490 millimicrons"3 ^Thi^^auoSd ?°1ОГ & dominant wavelingth of
definition to kick around ' But SeemS like a PreW Sood1) hue, Й) saturation^*3) bXt^^ has three attributes:
in various degrees of saturation and brightne^s^  ̂ * ’ 11 C°meS
eluding blue, is determined bv , brightness. the hue of any color, in- 
under consideration SXX, energv

wave-length In
under discussion. Brightness (as we c51 i* In 4) enBrgy
energy as a whole...the lightness or darkness S ihe o^e^ q,“tity of radlant

an article which'gives‘it reflected from
brain’s) reaction to tL^nSTTavo- 1S ey»teU,e («4 the
saturation and brightness. ' ’’ hlC en<ible you to distinguish hue,

understand my discou^S^h^^^ *П thiS article- To
section of the eyeball if vou do J ? * be familiar with the standard cross-
a good working model cam be made with h°Use



Blue: £agje tue.

You are no doubt familiar with the retina of the eye, with the 
rods and cones and their respective parts in the Drama of Sight. For instance 

C°neS are resPonsive only to hue and saturation. (We 
say lb is believed". All this stuff is simply believed. But it is based on

The rods kick around reactin,ig to brightness.some pretty authorative tomes.)
and_ do a good deal of their work in the semi-dark, Ье^’^Гв^ИЬеХ^п "night 
vision. Jow somewhere near dead center on the retina there is a space pretty 
near half a millimeter in diameter, which is covered entire^* by cones As you 
^ГтаГХ^^ Ce*ter’ yOU encounter more and more reds, until they are 
S+аЛ3 к xT* This accounts for the fact that at night 4u can
dfXiy atni?^e' iS y°U "10°k" SligMly tO One side of instead

• хИ . , ."Ле cone with which were are concerned now. These com^
a good ^ditS X)1™’ *
“ second Ио^„ and We U

ball as a wnole is most sensitive to greenish yellow light. In night vision
tte 876 iS sU«htly mor“ receptlve^toward green

Don t ask me if this varies with daylight saving time. ё *

are worse than others' ^TheKA Л ab®Erations • Some eyes

=£ =.s x
than those rays entering at the center Th» oX x, n 7 L e ’Lensing an iris to cut out the edges i₽r Vcbdl compensates this by provid
ing the density of the lens so that it io -nr U31? °^y center, and by vary- 
yarying the curvature of the cornea. But this doesn^1--Cen■ter, and by 

ab*~" to wor^1JC
been

solve the problem complete 
about, which is what we've

Lenses being *at they are, light rays 
to focus at difference points.
consideration. It must also be considered*^™ + x- —

The short wave-lengths (like Blue) are brought tn г construction of an eyeball, 
long waves like good old red This мп '"-7 ° focus nearer the lens than the 
eyeball hops to Ind sets about ЛЛЛГ ? \blUrred lmag*- So the 
the eyeball’s lens is made nf vuii . ° uni? Pr°hlem in its own manner. First, 
And on top of that the central port ion ^оГЙе^1011 the hel1 out of blue. 
2^: s110'" srtsnce eontain^the
little blue reaches the cones

come 
into

_ . Oi different wavelengths
In grinding glass lenses this need be taken

---------- the job. 
to be transmitter to the brain.

cones is covered
Subsequently very

swell areas of «“^e 2? °f rSti“
color TV have taken this into eSsSraSn t± b°ys ’ho developed
visual acuity. You all know Пап v ' f°x instance this problem ofcolor. GXruUy, ±7* ? black ^e and in
ate objects is one minute, but there' are тап^ЛгЛ*1^ & ГГЗ°П СаП re3olve Seper- 
background, illumination, motion of object, etc etc WV d in visual acuity:

6/



Blue (5)

And the acuity of the eye for differences in hue and saturation 
is not the same as that for brightness, Phen the eye cannot resolve small areas 
of color seperately, it sees a mixtur4e of them, as in color Ben Day. As the 
size of an object decreases we find through experimentation (at least RCA found 
through experimentation and I + ook their word for it) tnat blues become indisting
uishable from grays of the same brightness, then yellows become indist. from grays 
of the same brightness, browns become confused with crimson, blues (if you can 
still see them at all) become confused with greens. But red and blue-green remain 
distinct. Decreasing the size of the objects still further, reds become indis. 
from grays of the same orightness. Final! blue—greens merge with grays of the 
same brightness. So the greatest resolution is seen in green objects, less in 
red, and very little in blue.

“ecause of this, large areas corresponding to video frequencies 
up to 0.5 me are defined by the color set in terms of hue, saturation and bright
ness. For objects falling between 0,5 and 1,5 me in TV reproduction, brightness 
and saturation information suffice. ‘For items 1.5 me and above, only brightness 
iniormation is transmitted. This I realize doesn’t make much sense unless you 
are familiar with color TV. I apologize. It is difficult to write a scientific 
treatis lucidly in the stick when lirqited to three stencils space. Next time I’ll 
make notes first.

.Anyway, the eye can be pretty much satisfied by a two-primary 
color system using the orange-cyan line on an xyz chromaticity diagram, as in 
two-primary photography. But for really pretty color, three primaries give the 
3 „33 ,S*. 3d T3Uses three ^ilBaries giving a greater range than that 
of printer's ink. Particuliar toward green.

Back to demon and Larry, I hope you follow me. The eye on the 
subject oi blue, is pretty inefficient and might very well be better off without 
blue altogether.

. To mimeographers who lixe colored ink, keep all this in mind when 
L™, ' л ЬеХ3 ln blue- Don't put an additional strain on the eyeballs, 
they're overworked as it is.

to th₽ r^i T° 3У?П? wh° l*ants to Imow more on the subject, I can refer only 
to the R.A Color lelevision Home Study Course, and the General Electric same. 
These are my sources.

arv" Teall & Т-Ч^н/^ ^ed is Webster's New American Diction
ary lean Tailor editors, Books Дпс publisher, NY 1944,

CO

A note worthy quote from publisher Irwin Stein:
"Shaw, you are probably the best cheesecake man in 
the business."

e-p



OKSK —

TEN DAYS is a short tine to get
two horses rerby for a show. Of course it isn’t a big show, 
just the annual local affair attenbeb by horses from this anb 
neighboring c unties, anb most of then strictly amateur. Few 
of then are trained strictly as show horses. Most of the lot, 
like mine, are hacks.

But a show is a show anb one wants to bo 
his best. So I looked down the combination invitation anb 
entry blank. Anb I becibeb :

KEHLI to show in Mobel Class. He s got some chance here, if 
I can get the birb’s it st out of his tail anb if the jubges 
have an eye for a sturby horse instead of just the ’’fine” ones.

BRANDY to show in the Mobel Class. He boesn’t stonb much 
chance . His conformation is goob anb the blemishes (a couple 
or minor scars) won’t count against him, but he won’t pose 
woith a barn mb I know the show will excit him. But might 
as well enter him. (On the o.f-chmce that he can take a ribbon 
if there are no more than five entries, or that it would be 
fun even if he boesn’t take a color.)

KEHLI in the English Pleasure Class. IM have put him in 
Western Pleasure i^l hab P Western Babble. His neck-reining 
is goob mb his gaj^s me better suiteb to Western thm English, 
but I think he'll show well in either. Whether he takes a 
ribbon depends on the competition. His manners are above re
proach, but his gaits arc casual.

BRANDY in the English Pleasure, at a walk, rack mb canter. 
His gaits are wonderful anb his manners fair. He fibgits too 
much mb won’t strnb still to be mounteb. So I guess he won’t 
be in the ribbons.

BRANDY in the Tennessee talking Class. Branby can rack a hole 
in the winb anb canter all bay in the shabe of a tree, but he 
is not letter-perfect. He breaks his rack occasionally, anb 
c ming from a canter to a walk he ^ссяз1опрЦу takes a few 
trotting seeps (which is not goob for a Tenn >lker).

So whether we bring home any colors or just 
a case of sunburn is much to bo speculateb over. If I coulb 
eonsolibate: Kehli’s excellent builb mb manners, anb his perfect 
obedience, with Branby’s fineness, especially of herb, an* ex
cellent gaits, we- coulb take the Pleasure mmfii class. But the 

4/



Hoss Show (2)

x?^in^ Horse Class, well, that is a different story. You see 
there are a number of excellent show-trained talkers in this 

tJe yoof;is’ pnd both of тУ horses are hacks. Neither 
action^ ₽Ctl°n ОГ flpShiness - Neither

, , , MV horses are strictly casual. Kehli I
usually work on a loose-reined Western curb bit with a low 
port and sheep-wool curb strap buckled loosely. He answers the 
neck rem and word-command (and • ■ ■ ■ Lne
to be worked on these residential 
with a lead-rope.
bareback lo boot, 
pa tiently.

weight command) well enough 
ф streets in just a halter 

In fact I’ve ridden him so several times, 
find across thoroughfares, for which he stands

. Now’ Brandy is the new horse. I had
palomino name of Wrangler (Jtango for short) and he was a

h?rSe bu* not the most intelligent and a bit

a
nice

n^dhJ? ^i^en to running away. So I traded him to the 
U^^d Horse Dealer for this Tenn ^iker. Brandy.

the
fox trot, regular trot, уххлс
ell stages of collection and extension)
1 T П ni^4-^v -- -------4------- x. - - 7

fnl -j . x ’Boy, is that a hossl I can command
• '■ g<its from him: walk, slow rack or running walk,

fast rack (like a mombo), canter (in
»toh srerin^";^!' g811op 8nd 8 ruB

ПТ P₽n „ J^it’ let me go back there. Mierc I said
chpnge thot to rerd TI have obtained” because

I don’t command гЦ of these gaits yet. You see one dif?fc я ?S 
?bUSEd “"Г36 ЬеР1еГ is thft he' does Sot th^ 

got Brendv I b-dht ЬъП8 e8S h'M’ Гог lnst’n=p “hen I first 
g t Brandy I hr d tn holn him on a tight rein at all times.

and he d go into a gallop, pushing for all outspced.

..Wen . ’’He's been match-raced” I said to mvself

running, /.nd once when I let him out in а пй-to о-frills “field 
I l°st тУ balance and had to jump when we hit an unexpected 
embankment. Mth me off him, he hrd № пйй to k™r
ing and »e both escaped unhurt,, but I dedlded that that “Julin't



Hoss Show (3)

do for traffic riding.

, + M 'rell, I got this hoss in Mid -March (or
late March, anyway a few days after the St Pat Parade) , and 
had not too much opportunity to ride...Sunday mornings and 

f^y.^rnoons. But f wansST pushing him.
But the fast remained that I hadn’t yet got the key to his 
signals st the time I received the horse show invitation.

after sunrise 
versa. I had

So yesterday morning I rolled out p little 
saddled my hoss and took him riding. Or vice 
mi serable time, being upable to get him into 

a good rack on leg signal, when before he had racked beautifully 
But no til he kept breaking to a trot, ^ell, this AM we tried 
again, and I found the lost chord.

why he had

у , , , . , He doesn’t take a rack from leg signal.
He takes his rack from rein signals, just as ^ehli takes a 
gallop. In fact almost the same signal of hands puts Brandy 
r₽J-'JK1I1VS Puts Kehli to galloping, which Jis why he had 
racked so beautitully for me before, then I asked for speed 
before 1 had automatically given the hand-signal I’d have 
given ^ehli, and 1 got the rack. When I staited concentrating 
on signal training for the show-ring, I had held my hands 
®гП1 n gently he had been taught to trot on the leg 
fi^n-l. go we have a trotting Plantation talker.

+ . ycH, not- we seem (I’ll find out for sure 
tomorrow) to have a horse that will walk briskly, trot on

гяск on rein signal. And as to’that canter;
he had it going 4ong beautifully, about 4-6 mph which is 
finest st^in^ still tor Г esnter f time or tw. , eXted 
es n dBesenge horse. But-in general, he center on coiwld is 
too extended and too fast. ■ ^'^na is

„ . , More practice tomorrow. I’ve sot ahnntmuehV^ ?Qr6 jjrurs of saddle time before the show, Л 
RuthTM S'rs€ up t0 ^е1п8 trained competition.'
b?VX? 1ягв1: 75% ^e exhibitors there will
be casual riders like myself with casual horses.

НУ the way, this will
I ye got great faith in Kehli, but Brandy 
geu excited and ruin each others changes 
oost nervous of us ell. *

£S~~

be our first show.
and I will probably
I expect I’ll be the



i
Froerefs Report: Mey 11, 1955 Wednesday. Kehli is in good shape 
o? ®Poe he is not ?e4Uire<1 t0 •»“«*£•

is I i*’J“ nseds fishing. His winter coat
4. nol“’ 8lld 118 has a good Sheen and good muscle. He noses 

beautifully, sets twice M nuoh ф-aln as Brendy and & MX the 
dignity a horse of his stature should have. j’*, him a crew cut 
possible"ou? tO°k “Ch Of '3 »“* ••

■ „ Brendy tho is a different matter,
except for a lot of pasture scars, 
still has two bad habits.

He looks
He behaves well enough but 

ли-., • -He won’t stand to be mounted, and he
wnS 2gF? every time. For instance; Monday

к I took him out on the road. And rack, boy, did that horse 
Sich ях a ride I never had before. ~ ■ C
him out and the '

good , 
he 
won’t 
efter 
rack ’ 
took

did to him. I 
will get him on 
After analysing 
help. But time

. . , -But then Tuesday morning I
brute wouldn t take and hold a rack no matter wh^t I 
h^ven t had the opportunity to work him since, but I 

Jh' 1 °' ^ith^r tomorrow or Friday and try again
+ rlde» 1 think I have some ideas that may 

grows short. y

Weather beoprt: Mey 16. It rained yesterday. Oi, did it rain' All 
over the horse-show. >e tried, but before the show was over, we 
gave up end decided to finish next Sudhay. But two of me three 
events came up. Since we didn’t have much chance in the model class, 
6 couple of youngsters took the horses in, and I just watched. Kehl 
showed well, except for the ears which seemed a little limp. Brandy 
just sort of Stood there wiggling his rear end. Then there were ‘ 
a couple of equestrien classes and then (by time the rain was good 
end wet and cold J the English Pleasure Class. One of the. girls 
took Kehli in, andl took Brandy. The rain poured and the reins were 
so slippery I could hardly hold the beast. In a EPC the gaits are 
a walk on a loose rein, a park gait and a slow canter, Sell, Kehli 
doesnt canter too well, and I think she wasn’t a le to get him into 
1 ’ * I trendy has the canter, and he was kind enough to give it to
me. And much to my surprise he cantered without too much speed, 
я2'thing we knew we had the pink ribbon. Fifth in a class 
of fourteen horses.

, Yte’ve got one more class to go. The Tenn
spiking Horse Class. That’ll be next Sunday. First prize there 
"'ill undoubtedly go to Allen’s Musteet Molly, p veddy veddy showy
piker* As to whether my little nark horse cfn outwalk Ginny Brad-

ley’s Firefly, I’ve got my doubts.. 
Kehl were in the Western Pleasure.
him in the EPC, as well as Brandy, 
gaits out of him. - - -

But we rre game to try. 
And I wish I could have

'Well, we can’t take

I know Kehli. I can get 
And I know he is one beaut of a pleasure 

em all. Or even most for that matter.

I wish 
ri dden 
his 
horse.
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AND
DISTRIBUTION

This ffnzine got 
finally had to take a whip to it. 
I hove instructed the o~e to count 
ing, and also as part of the-73rd. 
went. I’m past caring.

completely out of hand and I
I find that, among other things 
this as part of the 72nd mail-
Jr cobs, use your own judge-

This fanzine in its entirity is 
in approximetely 100 copies, to be distributed as

being published 
follows:

68 to PAPA
2 to Pamela & Ken Bulmer.

27 to The Waiting List
1 to Jesse Bloyd
1 to the files
1 to Prqnk Bobinson
and the balance to damon knight.

, , This copies will be unnumbered and unautograrh-
ed by the entire staff.

Some 20 odd copies of It’s A Long Way To and 
iviiscelleaneous win be mailed to some 20 odd people who are on 
the mailing list.

The complete, copies are dedicated to 
WALTER A. WILLIS

The incomplete copies are dedicated to 
dAMON kNIGHT

whose name should be added with embellishments to rage 4 
complete edition.

. . The next Hoffmamay be distributed in
n not, so you’ll please acknowledge this

ir you want to be on the mailing list come what may.

^7

in the

PAPA, 
somehow



Resume:

Credit where credit is due, and likewise blame:

Most of this thing is by Hoffman> Drawings on page 48 are by Larry Shaw, 
astute member of the Cosmic C role. Drawings on page 49 are by damon knight, 
Ken Bulmer and Frqnk Robinson, and are so credited. Drawings on page 50 and other 
such items are by Charles Wells . Charles, I apologise for the stencil job, and 
for leaving the caption off one drawing. The Serious Impartial Survey is 
exactly as recorded by our roving reporter, and is not phonied up like certain 
polls by certain Bloomington fans. Interlineations are by a lot o£ people and 
are credited whenever practical. The four pages by Charles Wells are (bless 
nim) written, stencilled and mimeographed by Charles Veils. The less legible 
of my two type faces is the Remington. The other is.the Underwood II. At this 
writing it is my intention to have this thing all mimeoed by the time the Bulmers 
arrive in Savannah, and so to draft their aid, along with that of Jesse Floyd 
and Charles Dells, in a big fanzine assembling session.

My convention report__ .the written part... .is rather abrupt. Reminiscing, I 
think I should note that I had breakfast twice a day, but only managed one other 
meal a day, for the entire convention. That the Manger is a hard place to get 
ginger ale in, even for mix, that it has rooms for all sorts of functions, that 
dk didn’t like The Purple Tree, that the elevator service after 3 a.m. is awful. 
And for good peculiar humbergers (Larry didn’t like them) go down Chester (A. 
Polk) Street to the big sign that says BURLESQUE and turn right. You can’t 
miss the place. It has a big pickle-chip sign in the window. Oh, and I have 
been asked to explain that the door which was boarded up was that mnm way when 
Jim Harmon arrived, and was not his fault. And I got home when it was over by 
Capitol Viscount (hereafter refered to as The Lame Duck), which was late because 
it had a flat tire. Fortunately the pilot did not have to get out and feel for 
it. I had gone to Cleveland by train but was discouraged of returning by the 
following ficticious incident:

The train had made an unexplained stop between Atlanta and Cincinnati.
A passenger asked the conductor, 'That's the delay?"

The conductor answered,"There’s a cow on the track ahead of us."
Finally the train started and run three or four hours before making 

another unexplained stop.
Halted again, the passenger asked, "What are we stopped for now?"
Conductor: "We caught up with the cow."
Irately the passenger said, "I could walk there faster than this."
The conductor sighed, "So could I but the company won’t let me."

"I like Isaac, and Randall, and Larry, but not damon

Aside from Charles' four pages, the mimeoing in this fanzine is done 
entirely on shop time, during wording hours,.

Lee Hoffman - editor and publisher 
Pamela & Ken Bulmer, Jesse Floyd, and Charles Wells - slave labor
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Resume 3

1

As of this date (September 13, 1955) this fan- 
mimeographed, end about one third assembled 

GUt on tbe Remington do not print as clearly 
as those cut on the Underwood. I think a slishtlv thinner ink 
help, and next Ttn + ^hink a slightly thinner ink would

rime i’ll try to use same.

over and while 
had ^aid about 
was exploring,

I.had occasion to turn the Remington 
? inbernals, I recalled something WAW
Left Hand margin releases. I decided that wile I

X +4- -- 1 d find out Where the Remington’s was. Underwood I
JA® °? llks 0 bomb detonator for one side, and a
lever tor the other.

push

+xc x т т 4. 4.^° 1 founi bbe margin thingamabobs and followed 
the whs tc hams ca Hit through the interior until I found where it came 

WSS the thing U ptt®che* you
i t.. release tne margins, it was a key marked "margin release".

t

. . . v ■ My brother recently moved outside the city lim
its, in e^new housing development. He got a bill for city services

o printed form which stated at the bottom that if the billon я
WS S

wa s for s ewe ra ge.
up the sewer mains

l0ys the service be discontinued. The bill 
we have a mental picture of the city out ripping 

because on an unpaid.bill.

because it wns already cut,’ 
four Stancils go to waste.

.. . A The i^em on Horse Shows herein was written last
March or April or something and is badly out of date. It is included

a+ .. . ■■ - ’ Pnd I am too much of a flinchfist
Stancils go to waste. to let

. . Elsewhere I have mentioned that in ordtp 
of remaining on our mailing list, yoU should acknowledge 
Let me re-emphasize this, p-™*”- .

you don’t want to miss it, 
in the drawingboard stages, 
uted, So write. Please.

sure 
mag.

to be 
this

SWY will be along next year, end 
I’m. sure. And there is another Hoffmag 
which will probably not be PAPA distrib-

find an intermingling of ’’I” and "we" 
reflexive. I am trying to use the first

If У^п 
editorialwise, it is purely 
Person Singular, but tend to lapse into the plural. I wili^resd^ell 
th^fCriticism. applies to W Myers for this flaw, rnd apply it to my-

... 1 ЬУ nr w, every ne interested knows that 
in '57 ??kln Ие“ York in '56. I sfy, lets go London 
in 07. Iu sounds like a great place for a convention.

~c -
I have lost the interlineation that goes here

This page dedicated to 
Bob Tucker 

and subsequently, un numbered.
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everyone on the list.

This is a picture section for 
those of you who can’t read.

Tais'11 fix your wagon, demon.

Written by the author

Tais typewriter bounces.

Atone bounce to the ounce.

A serious constructive article

These stencils are left over 
from last spring.

This is it I


